


ENTOTO 
CORPORATE 
RETREAT PACKAGE

In the corporate world having an essential skill set is often critical that can turn rising problems 
into opportunities.Kuriftu Resorts is known for creative innovations that is dedicated in delivering 
an elevated guest experience,while continuing its current philosophy of promoting Ethiopia as a 
cultural depiction in the hospitality sector.

The resort located at Entoto natural park, Kuriftu Resorts provides a platform for guests to
explore Entoto mountain with different activities to be suitable for everyone.  



Kuriftu Resort Entoto is an eco friendly resort that highlights Ethiopia’s beautiful 
culture located in the heart of Mount Entoto.Providing an ideal mixture of comfort 
and adventure all in one. It offers a family friendly setting designed for modern 
travellers 





PAINTBALL 
GAME
Collaboration in the work space enhances an organization’s s goals to be achieved more 
effectively.Paintball game is a competitive team building activity in which players eliminate 

strong communication and plan your game plan very well. 



GO KART 
RIDING 
A electronice go- kart is a type of open-wheel car which comes in all shapes and forms. 

speed. Let’s be honest driving kart makes you feel like you’re Ayrton Senna or Lewis hamil-
ton vrooming away on the race tracks. The thrill of racing is always there and corresponding 
that feeling with a company goal and hitting your mark, will be the best feeling there is.







ARCHERY
GAME
In the ancient days using a bow and arrow only happened in hunting or just catching a game, 
ancient gods such as Apollo depicted the symbol arrow that showed a higher spiritual and 
philosophy in life. Now we use archery as a sport or a recreational purpose that makes it 
enjoyable. 

Archery shows a strong value for communication in symbolising the ways that are used to 
reach an objective with the greatest speed, accuracy and focus.Concentration associated 
with willpower to hit the target makes archery similar not just with an individual activity but 
also integrates teamwork.



HORSE 
RIDING
We all know how emotional intelligence is important to many of us , it allows us to deeply 
understand and manage our emotions to self-motivate and create positive social interactions 
with our surroundings.

fear which doesn’t want you to hop on and gallop away, you will be able to understand how 
your mind , heart and intuition go hand to hand when riding a horse.







YOGA
We all want to maintain our wellness intact and become progressive physically, mentally, and 
in our social settings as well. Yoga has been practiced for thousands of years going back to 
ancient india. Companies have incorporated yoga that helps in relieving stress and maintains 
their working harmony. Regular yoga practice gives clarity to one’s mind , calmness to the 
soul and releases the potential of what our body can be capable of.



WALL 
CLIMBING
much more likely to be on an indoor wall. Wall Climbing is an enjoyable recreational activity 
that has the basics movement foundation with grip of hands and legs,making the climber 
able to get to the highest peak and say “I reached the top”. The take away from wall climbing 
teaches us to have the self motivation and patience to keep moving forward while having 
blisters on our hands or when we just feel like giving up. In the corporate world it’s a general 

impossible until it’s done.







ZIPLINE
RIDING
about that moment where you put on your helmet, get harnessed to your trolley and in that 
last few seconds after working up the courage, you take a deep breath, grip the handles, and 
leap from the platform and Zzzzzzhhhhhhhhhhh you’re on your way.
In any form of innovation , business venture or looking  solutions, risk taking helps us evolve 
in our life spectrums. With a leap of faith you will achieve the very impossible.



ROPE 
COURSE
Leadership gives us the ability to guide others without force into a direction that leaves them 
still feeling empowered and accomplished. A rope course is a team based activity whereby 
two counter teams go up and down hanging on a rope.The lower part might be touching the 
ground while the highest on trees or poles.It’s a great team bonding activity that makes you 







SPA 
FACILITY 
There is nothing more relaxing in taking some time for a spa treatment. Most of us get 
into situations where busyness and stress takes over.  With spa we can have the chance to 
recharge and just have some time to hush out the external noise.
Physical relaxation is vital for our health, And within a company its important for employees to 
boost their morale and create a better working environment as a whole



Room Features 
Baggage storage
Bottled Water
Kitchenette
Housekeeping
Shower

Room Types
Guests will enjoy Kuriftu’s Twin & King size rooms that make their stay to be wonderful. And 
there are twin rooms and Presidential rooms which help to stay with friends and family. show-
ing an amazing view of the forest with an adventurous ambiance. 





NIGHTS 
AT ENTOTO



 

 







BBQ Lunch hammock Village              19$ per person
(20 people minimum)

Horse Ranch (2 rounds)                                    200 birr  

Rooms (Weekends)                                                135$
Rooms (Weekdays)                                                125$

Rope Course  (1 round)                                     500 birr

Zipline                                                                 500 birr

Pedal kart (1 round)                                           100 birr



Archery (10 arrows)                                           100 birr

Yoga based on availablity                                 500 birr

Trampoline                                                          300 birr
(20 min. socks provided)

Wall Climbing (1 round)                                     200 birr

Paintball (25 paintballs)                                     350 birr
Paintball Group (50 paintballs/person)            550 birr

Hot Stone Massage                                         1800 birr

Deep Tissue Massage                                     1400 birr

Aroma Massage                                              1400 birr

Swedish Massage                                            1200 birr

Sauna & Jacuzzi                                                 700 birr



FOLLOW US ON

Kuriftu Resort Entoto 

25%
Discount
for corporate

Retreat


